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TOP QUALITY
MATERIAL HANDLING PRODUCTS
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Canvas Baskets & Trucks
DANDUX offers

an extensive line of carvas basket, hampers and trucks. Styles include Extra Duty

( sewn on liner ), Frame Trucks ( lace on liner ), Net & Bag Holder sorting system, Wood top
Shipping Hampers, Extra Heavy Postal Specification Trucks and a variety of shapes and sizes to
meet your needs. ( Available in plain white canvas or ye11ow glosstex, lace on Liners avilable in six optional colors ).

Tilt Trucks

Skid Boxes
DANDUX Skid Boxes feature interlocking legs for secure stacking.
Available in a many sizes and styles
(double or single wall ). Easily fork
truck liftable for transporting.

DANDUX Tilt Trucks

are ideal for
collecting, moving and dumping
materials. Available in six optional
colors . Sizes: ll2, l, 1 ll2, & 2 cubic
yard capacity.

Poly Box Trucks
DANDUX Box Trucks
unit

are the strongest

of

its type available. The unique
Double Wall Flange provides superior
strength when handling heavy loads.

(Available in72,16,18, 19 &

248t.)

Refuse Carts
DANDUX Mobil Refuse Carts safely
and conveniently transport materials to
collection areas. Choose from 3 sizes24,
32 and 64 gallon and 3 colors
(gray, blue, green, - gray standard).

Dividable Tote Boxes

Palletubs
DANDUX Palletubs are ideal for in
plant or over the road ffansport. Features are: fork truck liftable, stackable
on lids and nestable for return trip.
(Six optional colors, blue standard).

Poly Bulk Trucks
DANDUX Poly Bulk Trucks

are ideal

for handling large loads. They are
designed to handle large loads while
maximizing space. Available in six
colors (blue standard) and many sizes.

Nesting Totes

DANDUX Dividable Tote Boxes are the

DANDUX Nesting Totes provide

largest selection available. Choose from
over 100 sizes for the one that best meets
your needs. Selection consists of
stackable or nestable styles.

efficient means for carrying an assortment of items. Choose from over 100

Stack & Nest Totes
DANDUX Stack & Nest Totes

are

available in an extensive selection of
sizes. The 180 degree stacking feature
allows for stacking when in use or
nesting when stored.

an

sizes and shapes to meet your needs.
(Some sizes available with lid)

Conveyor Belting
DANDUX has a complete line of
conveyor belting including, cotton,
polyester air slide, light weight rubber,
food grade, incline and heavy rubber.
All custom fabricated to your specs.

Custom Molding
DANDUX has both the molding capabilities and engineering talent to
produce a wide range of custom products to your specifications. Capabilities range from light weight vacuum forming to extra heavy duty rotational molding. Designs can range from large, small, single or double
wall,
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